
Immediate Past President report – January 2018 

This report contains some items I have been working on in INCOSE capacity (or at least partially) 

which are of relevance to council. 

1) Comparison of UK Chapter activities with US chapters  

At IW I had a late night conversation with Tony Williams (Director of the Americas Sector). Following 

points came up 

• Many (but not all) US chapters are a lot more like our Local Groups, and mostly arrange 

meeting to share / discuss SE topics.  One thing they do, which Tony was surprised our local 

groups don’t, is share the presentation by Webex – so one presenter can cover several 

chapters (or groups in our case).  This is usually followed by separate discussions within each 

meeting.  

• I thought that was something we could emulate, or even also do more “webinar” events so 

there is an opportunity for those who don’t have a local group near them, or can’t attend to 

get a SE meeting.  (Yes, we did discuss for SEs to have regular SE “meetings” to keep on the 

path – like various anti-addiction programmes) 

• The large chapters do have chapter working groups, and agreed that these can often 

progress much quicker than international working groups.  He liked the way EMEA aligns 

working groups across chapters, and we thought there ought to be more work aligning 

international WGs with local chapter ones. 

• We discussed the national chapter need to focus on engaging government (and a bit about 

how INCOSE “US” could / should engage with government).  But the interesting idea was 

thinking about aligning the US chapters to specific States, so part of their remit could be to 

interact with the State government and its institutes.  This might work for some 

consolidation of chapters (for example there are 3 relatively small chapters in Florida alone) 

• We also joked / complained about the naming convention for many US chapters so that you 

have no clue where they are 

Discussion point – I think Events / Technical might look at the idea of having local groups share 

events by webinar, and the idea of specific UK webinars (aligned to the Central ones) – e.g. for 

working groups to brief out their products. 

2) I attended the Health Care international WG where I gave a briefing on the RAEng “Engineering 

Better Care” to launch a discussion (led / moderated by Zane Scott) on the various approaches 

used by SEs in the Health Care sector.  The RAE work was very well received, and there was talk 

of trying to set up a similar series of SE, Engineering, Healthcare provides workshops in the US. 

Patrick Godfrey attended the second half, and has informed RAEng of the developments.  Patrick 

has also shared, from the INCOSE Fellows meeting, a presentation by William Rouse from the 

Centre for Complex Systems and Enterprises and Stevens on systems approach being used at he 

heathcare strategic level in USA.  He has suggested to RAEng that “there is a need, with the help 

of the UK Chapter of INCOSE, to repeat the lecture in the Academy as soon as possible.  It also 

seems to be a practical way of keeping up the momentum on this issue and developing out 

strategy”. 



Discussion point – for information for Ivan (following on earlier discussions with RAEng) and 

Outreach – how do we continue and deepened RAEng / INCOSE links.  Possible we may get even 

more impact if we make the relationship with all INCOSE, not just the UK? 

3) I attended the formal launch of the International SE and QM working group.  We have a linked 

WG in the UK (Hazel was attended by web link).  An opportunity to stay connected.  I think this 

working group has the potential to help provide guidance on how to really embed SE in an 

organisation, by using SE / QM as bridge to connect organisation strategic goals with the use and 

exploitation of results from Systems Engineering methods and tools 

4) It was made very public that I had achieved ESEP qualification.  There is now apparently a new 

competition in INCOSE – to be the “oldest ASEP” (which in case there is any doubt I never was, 

all I said was I was too old to be an ASEP).   

5) At IW I was also involved in Competency WG, but I suspect Ian Presland (who was also there) can 

give a better briefing in person. 

Sorry I can’t attend meeting on 5th February, but work commitments have to take priority  

 

Richard Beasley 
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